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Arc Europe is a professional debt advisory

levels by taking time to understand their

service that helps those in debt pay their

client’s specific challenges and developing

outstanding balances in manageable,

bespoke collection strategies that work

affordable instalments. Arc Europe has

for individuals.

a proven track record in reducing debt

“I would highly recommend Perkbox for just the perks alone.
However it’s much more than that; for businesses serious
about employee wellbeing they will be very surprised at the
complete package on offer. Commercially it’s a no brainer.”
David Sheriden, Operations Director

Arc Europe case study

Arc Europe wanted to build support

Management were also committed to

around the wellbeing of their staff to

providing staff with a range of salary

safeguard their employees through

extras to reward staff for their hard work,

emotionally challenging work. Part of this

as well as making Arc a more attractive to

included tracking employee engagement

prospective employees. The company had

on a more regular basis. The organisation

previously used Staff Treats, however, this

only carried out yearly surveys which

turned out to be too expensive and had a

yielded results that were too broad and

limited selection of benefits on offer.

did little to bring about actual change.

“We are all very pleased with the impact it has across the
business. Staff love the Perks.”
David Sheriden, Operations Director

Engagement
98% Platform
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Survey
Engagement
86% Staff

in
company culture
12% Improvement

Perkbox’s Insights tool has made tracking

seen positive results, with key areas such

engagement and monitoring team morale

as company culture, improving by 12%.

a walk in the park. The light-touch, pulse
survey format means that Arc Europe
is receiving feedback from 86% of their
employees on a monthly basis.

As a varied platform with different
packages available, Perkbox offers a
number of combinations that are tailored
to the needs of each specific company.

As such HR can now accurately measure

With this fantastic range of benefits,

employee engagement, with Insight’s 10

a whopping 98% of employees have

key drivers of engagement as markers for

activated their account, with a further

improvement. Already management has

90% actively redeeming perks.

This is a boiled-down version of
Arc Europe’s success story.
You can find the full version here.

Perkbox helps over 7,500 employers
create great employee experiences

Get in touch
To see how Perkbox can help you grow your business with happier,
healthier, more engaged employees, download the employee
experience brochure from here.
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